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Prologue: The Arondight has just undocked from the station and is about to begin pursuit of the cloaked Breen vessel.  The Arondight fighters have been dogging the Breen ship so far, but haven't been able to stop or disable it.

<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: on the bridge at tactical trying to use the ships fighters to triangulate a firing solution on the Breen ship::

Ashlynn
 ::standing at the back of the bridge staying out of the way - not easy seeing as how every bit of her wants to jump in and go after the Breen ship herself::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::sitting on the bridge watching the viewscreen intently:: FCO: How soon before we can begin pursuit of the Breen ship?

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::quietly slip on to the bridge and takes his station after making all the arrangement for the delegates::

CSO Tarrez
 ::on the bridge calling up the initial and current scans of the Breen ship to see if the two women are on it::

CMO Jakiel
 ::walks over to the sleeping Ferengi and gives him a cursory look and checks his vital signs::  *CO*:  Captain?  ::places her hands behind her back while she waits patiently::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::is at the aux tactical console targeting phasers on the docked Breen vessel:: Self: Don't...move. ::grins as he looks at the visual display of the ship on his monitors::
 
CO K’Beth
 CTO: Can you establish a weapons lock on the ship?
 
CEO Syren
 ::in engineering going down his checklist:: Macxa: We're going to need warp power as soon as possible
 
CO K’Beth
 *CMO*: Yes, Doctor, what is it?

FCO Chottu
 ::at flight, getting the position of the fighters:: CO: Just undocked, ready to join the chase.

CMO Jakiel
 *CO*:  Permission to wake our guest Ferengi...he may be able to confirm that captives are indeed on the vessel we are pursuing.
 
CO K’Beth
 FCO: Pursue as soon as you can at maximum speed.
 
CO K’Beth
 *CMO*: Make certain a security team is right there with you.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: runs hands over console tapping in commands:: CO: Negative ma'am, we would be shooting in the dark

CMO Jakiel
 *CO*: Yes Captain.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::makes certain that there is an open COM channel to the Breen ship::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::looks over to Ko'Bil:: OPS: Can you establish contact with Ke' Po Vor? I need to speak with their security people.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: makes sure all tactical systems are up and running ::

CMO Jakiel
 *Security*:  Please send someone to sickbay immediately.  Jakiel out.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::nods in acknowledgement to the CTO:: OPS: Any answer from the docked Breen ship?

OPS Ko’Bil
 TO: Channel is open now.

FCO Chottu
 Self: That's what I had in mind myself too. ::has the Arondight get clear far enough from the station and heads her after the runaway Breen ship::

CSO Tarrez
 ::hits the side of her console::  CO: Ma'am I can't tell you if the women are on that ship or not.  All I can tell you is that they are pushing hard so the cloak isn't 100%.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::nods to OPS in thanks and begins to make arrangements with the station security to target the damaged Breen ship in dock just in case Arondight has to move::

OPS Ko’Bil
 CO: Nothing yet Captain however the channel is opened.
 
CO K’Beth
 OPS: Keep trying.

CO K’Beth
 CSO: Good...then keep tracking them.
 
CO K’Beth
 FCO: Keep those fighters on top of that ship and keep them pushing it to th maximum.

OPS Ko’Bil
 CO: You would think that they would at least be protesting the ship being towed away from the station.
     
Bafii
 @ <Breen OPS> COM:OPS: This is the Yerstdoer

CSO Tarrez
 Self: ::mutters:: And she say good... ::shakes her head and tries to continue to track them::

FCO Chottu
 CO: They're all over it, that's the only thing on their minds and mine right now.

CMO Jakiel
 ::watches as security shows up and takes a position next to the biobed, thinking that that department is quite prompt.  Readies a hypo with a recommended amount of stimulant for Nyome's smaller size and injects it::

OPS Ko’Bil
 COM Breen: Go ahead Yerstdoer.

Ashlynn
 ::looks up at the Breen's voice::
     
Bafii
 @ <Breen OPS> COM:OPS: You contacted us.
 
CO K’Beth
 FCO:Thank you, Lt.  Good work. ::listens to the com coming in::
     
 ACTION: The Ferengi on the table begins to stir.

OPS Ko’Bil
 COM: Breen: Stand by.  CO: Captain I have the Breen ship.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::gets confirmation:: CO: Captain, Ke' Po Vor security have assured us they will make sure the docked Breen ship stays where it is in case we must give pursuit on the shuttle.

CMO Jakiel
 ::moves over to a nearby computer station and puts in a link to the bridge to keep apprised of the situation while keeping an eye on the awakening Ferengi.  Returns to stand over the restrained Nyome::
 
CO K’Beth
 TO: Thank you, Lt.
 
CEO Syren
 ::enters the bridge and takes his station::
 
CO K’Beth
 COM: Breen: This is Captain K'Beth of the Arondight.  Where is Loshite?
     
ACTION: The Ferengi begins to shake... starts as small tremors but quickly becomes violent.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::nods again to K'Beth and sends an additional request to the station to post extra guard around where the delegates are staying, and to make sure they do not leave as well::
     
Bafii
 @ <Breen OPS> COM:OPS: He is in his quarters, Captain, and left word not to be disturbed.
 
CEO Syren
 ::wonders if a few torpedoes might disturb Loshite::

CMO Jakiel
 ::shakes her head, checking the new stats and quickly loads in the appropriate medication to counteract the reaction to the stimulant and injects it, saying something intensely in Romulan::
 
CO K’Beth
 COM: Breen: I suggest you disturb him...now.  We are in pursuit of a cloaked Breen vessel.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::adjusts his targeting scanners to focus on the Breen propulsion system in case they decide to start moving::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::doubts seriously that Loshite is anywhere on the docked ship::

CSO Tarrez
 ::watches the fighters throw rocks at the big ship::
     
Bafii
 @ <Breen OPS> COM: CO: Um, yes ma'am.  One moment.    ::the channel is muted::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: sees the request in his console :: TO: Kizlev, the extra guards are authorized, also place teams at all the vital areas of the ship engineering, computer core, life support , and alike

CMO Jakiel
 ::engages the clam shell in case Nyome goes into cardiac distress and waits to see if the convulsions recede, hoping that he will still awaken::

FCO Chottu
 ::looking intensely at his console bothered by the limited gain if any::
     
ACTION: The tremors slowly ebb, and the Ferengi is once again unconscious
 
TO Kizlev
 CTO: Understood. ::deploys the guards to those areas on the Arondight::
     
ACTION: One of the fighters land a solid hit and the cloaked vessel starts to lose speed.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::checks the power to the deflector array to make sure that the Tachyon scans are operating::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: waits for the other ship to come in range of weapons ::

Ashlynn
 ::without realizing, begins drumming her fingers softly on the wall behind her, listening to all that is going on around the Bridge::

CSO Tarrez
 ::smiles::  FCO: Nice hit.

FCO Chottu
 ::blinks and leans back:: *Fighters*: Start swarming her, knock out the cloaking device and or engines if possible, cripple her.

CSO Tarrez
 ::thinks the FCO should be proud of the effort of the fighters::
     
ACTION: The fighters begin taking runs and the wounded vessel, more shots making contact now.  The cloak is starting to wobble like a weeble.

CMO Jakiel
 ::takes a deep breath, aggravation setting in.  Continues speaking in Romulan::  Self:  There is no reason he should remain in this state...  ::goes back to check the new data on the Breen suit, then check the current status on the bridge::
     
Bafii
 @ <Breen OPS> COM:CO: Um, Captain.... Commander Loshite seems to be missing.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::looks over at the FCO and nods approvingly at his command efforts::

CSO Tarrez
 ::continues to try to scan the cloaked Breen ship for the women::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::mutters under her breath:: Well gee...that was a surprise.

FCO Chottu
 ::smiles and nods at the CSO, quickly looking back at his console uneasy with his own reaction:: CO: The fighters are starting to pin the runner down, we'll be in range shortly.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: said aloud just above a whisper :: Aloud: What a suprise

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::starts trying to get a transporter lock on the people inside the small Breen vessel::
 
CO K’Beth
 COM: Breen: Get me your OIC...now.
     
ACTION: The Arondight is 5 minutes out of weapons range
     
Bafii
 @ <Breen OPS> COM:CO: Right away
 
TO Kizlev
 ::feels a sudden urge to check on Darkst --....Rhianna:: *CMO*: How's your patient, doctor?
 
CO K’Beth
 FCO: Excellent work...tell them to keep at it but be careful....we still don't know if we have hostages on board or not.

CSO Tarrez
 CO: I am getting a bit more now... now reading 4 lifeforms.

CMO Jakiel
 *TO*:  He is... ::takes a deep breath to curb her irritation::  ...still comatose.  I have no reason as to why.  He went into convulsions when I attempted to revive him.

Ashlynn
 ::listens intently::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::hears the CSO's report and tries to get a transporter lock on the life signs::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Captain we are still 5 minutes out of weapons range
 
CO K’Beth
 CSO: Can you tell if our people are on board?
 
TO Kizlev
 ::thinks he feels a hint of....something, in his mind, but isn't sure what it is:: *CMO*: Anything I can do from this end?
 
CO K’Beth
 OPS: Hail the cloaked ship.
     
Bafii
 @ <Breen Officer> COM:CO: Captain K'Beth, this is Ship's Second Kintherad.  It seems that Commander Loshtie has vanished.

CSO Tarrez
 CO: The cloak is still interfering to much ma'am.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::hails the cloaked ship on all channels:: CO: Hailing frequencies open.

CMO Jakiel
 *TO*:  I wish there was.  Once Mr. Nyome is alert I was hoping to gather what facts he is privvy to on this case.
     
ACTION: The Arondight is 1 minute out from weapons range.

FCO Chottu
 ::turns away from the rest of the bridge:: *Fighters*: The light show is making people nervous, but make sure she doesn't get away, start working on getting rid of her cloaking abilities, I don't want her disappearing on us.
 
CO K’Beth
 COM: Kintherad: Your Commander Loshite was to have attended a briefing here on the Arondight.  Instead he sent an empty suit run by servos...what do you have to say about that?

OPS Ko’Bil
 CO: Captain there is no response.
 
TO Kizlev
 *CMO*: Try to keep him stable for now and let him rest. There will be time for interrogations later.
 
CO K’Beth
 OPS: Thank you Lt...at least we followed protocol.
     
Bafii
 @ <Kintherad> COM:CO: I have no knowledge of that, Captain.  I can assure you.

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::watches as his target reticule tries to lock on to the Breen ship, but is still too far away ::
 
CO K’Beth
 CTO: As soon as we get within range disable that ship and fetch it back here for me.

OPS Ko’Bil
 CO: I am trying to get a transporter lock on the life signs now.

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: My pleasure captain
     
ACTION: The cloaked ship emits a brilliant flash.  When the scanners clear up, the ship is gone.

Ashlynn
 ::tries not to panic::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::sees the flash and thinks that is not good::
 
CEO Syren
 ::begins scanning for debris::

CSO Tarrez
 ::still watching the sensors when it disappears::  Self: What?!?

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Ma'am there is nothing on my scanners, it looks gone
 
CO K’Beth
 ::is about to answer Kintherad when she sees the flash:: CSO/CTO: What the hell just happened?  Where's the ship?

CSO Tarrez
 ::tries to tell what happened and or what caused the flash of light::

CMO Jakiel
 *TO*:  Yes, but...yes sir.  He is resting comfortably.  ::is feeling quite restless not being to help further and away from the action::

CSO Tarrez
 CO: I'm scanning....

ACTION: The Ferengi's stats start to improve, slightly.  
 
CEO Syren
 CSO: Maybe some alternate means of propulsion? Slipstream
 
CO K’Beth
 ::growls:: CTO: Gone?  A ship doesn't just vanish like that.  Find it...or some trace of it.
 
CO K’Beth
 FCO: Your fighters were right on top of it...get a report from them as to what happened.
 
CEO Syren
 ::checks for any propulsion traces and ion trails::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: runs scans for debris and thermal :: CO: Yes ma'am
 
TO Kizlev
 *CMO*: Guards are nearby sickbay now in case you need them. Kizlev out. ::keeps his eyes on the docked Breen ship in spite of the now vanished one::

CSO Tarrez
 CO: Ma'am they re-established their cloak.

CSO Tarrez
 FCO: If any of your fighters can emit tachyons now would be a good time.

FCO Chottu
 CO: They're not sure, they don't know what caused on happened in the flash. ::hisses lightly:: *Fighters*: Low intensity phaserfire, start feeling out the area, find her!

Ashlynn
 ::feels both relieved that the ship was not destroyed, and a sinking feeling that now they could be anywhere::
 
CEO Syren
 CO: I have a warp trail Captain...faint. They jumped just when the flash happened

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::has the deflector dish send out some more tachyon scans::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::slams her hand down on the armrest cursing:: CEO: Give the coordinates to the FCO.

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: They dropped a decoy on you captain
 
CEO Syren
 ::routes the coordinates to the helm:: CO: Aye Captain

CSO Tarrez
 FCO: I have a faint trail. ::sends her the course of the faint emissions::

CMO Jakiel
 ::senses the 'disturbance' in the emotional force and goes to look at the current scan reports.  The data only heightens her own frustration and feelings of compassion for Ashlynn::
 
CO K’Beth
 FCO: Follow in pursuit...maximum speed
     
Daimon Nyome
 ::stirs::
 
CO K’Beth
 OPS: Is that channel still open to Kintherad?

OPS Ko’Bil
 CO: Yes Ma'am
 
CEO Syren
 ::goes back to the sensor logs:: Self: It doesn't make sense. They were damaged, how could they make repairs so quickly

CSO Tarrez
 ::sends a continuous update to the FCO::
 
CO K’Beth
 COM: Kintherad: I believe that your Commander Loshite kidnapped two people and left in a cloaked ship.  It just jumped into warp.  If you truly are not involved then tell me where he would be going with the hostages.

CMO Jakiel
 ::comes to take a stance beside the Ferengi::  Nyome:  Mr. Nyome!
     
Bafii
 @ <Kintherad> COM:CO: He did what?  ::there is some mumbling on the other side of the comm:: Surely you are mistaken, Captain.
     
Daimon Nyome
 ::blinks his eyes for a moment, and recoils when he sees the woman standing above him::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::listens to Kintherad and grumbles to himself:: Self: Liar...

FCO Chottu
 *Fighters*: We're going to low warp and continue the chase, let the station know and have them take care of you.

Ashlynn
 ::bites her lower lip, listening::
 
CO K’Beth
 COM: Kintherad: ::in a tight voice:: Do I sound like someone who is mistaken?  Loshite stole one of my officers and a young girl from the station and I want them back...unharmed.  So tell me what you know so we can get them back safely.

FCO Chottu
 ::engages warp, pushing it to 3 and keeping track of the updates, slowly increasing speed::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::sees that the Captain is getting angry again and decides to keep a low profile so as not to attract any undo attention::
     
Bafii
 @ <Kintherad> COM:CO: Captain, I find that hard to believe.  However, if what you say is true, I would assume he would be heading towards Breen space.  He has many powerful friends there.

CMO Jakiel
 ::quietly readies a hypo, holding it aloft, and speaks with deadly seriousness::  Nyome:  Now that you are awake...please do tell me what knowledge you have of our Counselor and a girl from the Black Widow.  Our Captain is Klingon if you did not know that...
 
TO Kizlev
 FCO: I have the station on full alert. They'll be ready to receive your Kanedas.

CTO Grey-Feather
 Himself: Great another angry Klingon, been here, done this, got the tee shirt

CSO Tarrez
 ::hears the Breen over the com and sees if the course of the cloaked ship is heading to Breen space::
     
Daimon Nyome
 CMO: What?  What do you mean?  I told you... she wanted to buy a present.

FCO Chottu
 ::nods clearly relieved at the TO, increasing speed to warp 4 and holding:: CO: This is as fast as I can let her go without losing it..
 
TO Kizlev
 ::tries not to laugh or even smile at the CTO's joke::
 
CO K’Beth
 COM: Kintherad: I suggest you get on the comm to your government and stop him from entering your space.  Kidnapping a Federation officer is an act of war and unless you want to be a party to a diplomatic incident...get your people to head him off.

CMO Jakiel
 Nyome:  I know what you told me...now tell me the truth...of your own volition.  It will look better for you.  Can you confirm that Counselor DiDomnia is on that Breen vessel with the girl?

Ashlynn
 ::leans forward off the wall a little bit, almost as if she can make it go faster by sheer will::
 
CO K’Beth
 OPS: Cut the channel and send a report to Starfleet.  They can hopefully get the Breen government to help stop Loshite.
     
Bafii
 @ <Kintherad> COM:CO: Yes Captain, we will do...  ::gets cut off::

FCO Chottu
 CSO: Is the trail getting stronger? fainter? I can't tell if we're gaining or losing distance.
     
Daimon Nyome
 CMO: I don't know what you are talking about!!!

CSO Tarrez
 ::sees the emissions are becoming stronger::  CO: We are heading to Breen space... and we are catching up to them.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::Cuts the Channel:: CO: The report is on the way Ma'am :: hopes that she doesn't bring out the whip that he has heard about::
 
CEO Syren
 ::rolls his eyes. By the time the bureaucrats at Starfleet read that message Syren will have another host::
 
CO K’Beth
 FCO: Just get us close enough to where we can hit them with tachyons again and get the tractor beam ready.  As soon as we can get a lock match their speed and tractor them in.
 
CO K’Beth
 CSO: How much longer until we reach Breen space?

FCO Chottu
 ::checks to see if there's anyone in between the border and them that could provide assistance::
 
CO K’Beth
 CTO/TO: Keep an eye out for any other ships in the area.

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Yes ma'am  :: scans for other ships ::

CSO Tarrez
 CO: A long time ma'am... we are over 30 ly away from the Breen home planet.
 
CO K’Beth
 CEO: Work with Lt Chottu to get that ship tractored in.

CMO Jakiel
 ::makes a show of concentrating on the Ferengi and lowers the hypo::  Nyome:  Your protestations are irrelevant...it is easy enough to find the truth.  ::pauses as she places the hypo to his neck::  Think of your reputation...and I am sure there would be a substantial reward for important information you can provide us.

CSO Tarrez
 CO/FCO: But we will reach the ship in about 15 minutes.
 
TO Kizlev
 CO: Aye captain.
 
CEO Syren
 CO: Yes ma'am, Tractor is ready 
 
CO K’Beth
 CSO: Good...at least we can catch them before we invade Breen space.
     
Daimon Nyome
 CMO: You are crazy!!  I've told you the truth.  I want a representative from my government... I want to see the Captain... I want my mommy!!!  ::whimpers in fear::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::remembers that Ashlynn is on the bridge and turns to her:: Ashlynn: We'll catch them...don't worry.  I'm not going to let them get away no matter how long the chase.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::makes sure the transporter are at 100% so that the Captain won't have any reason to be mad at him::

Ashlynn
 ::smiles in an attempt to respond to K'Beth, but words won't get rid of the nagging feeling in the pit of her stomach::

CMO Jakiel
 Nyome:  Silence Ferengi!  The Breen vessel...where is it headed and does it have the captives!  The Captain is waiting!  Trust me...you do not want the Captain here....
 
CEO Syren
 Self: No matter how long ::and then before he could stop himself Keyser asked:: CO: Even into Breen Space?
 
CO K’Beth
 ::grimly:: CEO: Yes, Lt...even into Breen space.
 
CEO Syren
 ::sighs and cancels his dinner reservation at the nice little Andorian place back at the station::

Ashlynn
 ::raises her eyebrows:: CO/CEO: I'd love to see the explanation to Starfleet on that one...::smirks slightly::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Breen space?? I hear it is very nice there this time of year.  You can see the attack vessels very clearly by the moonlight :: grins ::

OPS Ko’Bil
 CO: Captain I have just been informed that the Breen have contacted their ship and will not allow Loshite in to Breen space.
     
Daimon Nyome
  ::tries to control his fear of this woman::  CMO: What is it you want?  I can get you riches, secrets maybe?  Just let me go, I swear I know nothing.  ::he catches a glimpse of her eyes and there is something in them that scares him beyond the thought of losing all his latinum::
 
CEO Syren
 ::whispers:: Ashlynn: We may not have a chance to explain

CSO Tarrez
 ::rolls her eyes and wonders why no one else gets the shivers when the Breen are in the same area of space.
 
CO K’Beth
 CTO: Well looks like you won't get to see those attack ships.

FCO Chottu
 ::staring at his console, not wanting to miss a single course change or lose a single second::
 
TO Kizlev
 CO: Captain...suppose we try a constant series of low level isolytic pulses in front of us. Maybe we could uncover the Breen vessel that way...

Ashlynn
 CEO: Sometimes not explaining is the best way to deal with them...  ::speaking from experience::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: I never get to have any fun...ma'am ::grins again ::
 
CO K’Beth
 TO: Do it, Lt.

CMO Jakiel
 Nyome:  The cloaking device that was used in the kidnapping...we must know if the Breen were behind this.  Do you have names...any information as to the destination of that fleeing Breen vessel...now!

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::sees that the Captain is somewhat happier with his message and figures that he won't get lashed with the whip for now::
 
CO K’Beth
 CTO: I promise, Lt....you will get to shoot something sometime.  If not this time...maybe the next.
 
TO Kizlev
 OPS: Lieutenant, I'm going to need all the power you can spare to the deflector array. The farther the range on these pulses, the better.
 
CO K’Beth
 FCO: ETA until intercept?
     
Daimon Nyome
 CMO: I've told you, I have no idea what you are talking about!  I have almost no relations with the Breen.  They are not the sort to buy much.
 
CEO Syren
 ::chuckles:: Ashlynn: So true...::then glances around self consciously::...I mean no, that's an awful thing to say

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Thank you captain I feel much better now  :: goes back to checking for incoming ships ::

OPS Ko’Bil
 TO: I have it at 110% now.
 
TO Kizlev
 CSO: Commander, are you familiar with SONAR?
 
CO K’Beth
 CSO: Try and come up with a way to transport through their cloak.  If need be we may have to do a transport at warp.

FCO Chottu
 ::turns and shrugs unknowingly at the CO:: CO: I can't tell. ::turns towards the CSO:: CSO: Science?

Ashlynn
 ::smiles briefly at the CEO's comment - he was an amusing one indeed::

CSO Tarrez
 ::looks annoyed at the TO::  CO: Aye ma'am I will try.

CMO Jakiel
 ::decides that this is a total waste of time and is disgusted with the cowardly little Ferengi::  Nyome:  That is unfortunate...  ::a hiss from the hypo is heard as she injects nothing but a harmless solution::

CSO Tarrez
 FCO: Yes?

CSO Tarrez
 TO: Of course.

CTO Grey-Feather
 Himself: Cloaked...too bad I can't make a call just now, know just the person to talk to  :: a big mischievious grin comes across his face ::

FCO Chottu
 CSO: Time to intercept, can you tell?

CMO Jakiel
 Nyome:  You will have approximately one minute before it takes effect if you would like to change your mind.  ::takes a step back to watch his reaction::

CSO Tarrez
 FCO: 3 minutes.
 
CEO Syren
 ::begins preparing for a transport at warp:: Self: I always wanted to do one of those
 
TO Kizlev
 ::readies the isolytic function through the deflector dish and begins transferring active data to science:: CSO: If the pulse works, you should detect a subspace feedback wave that should indicate where the vessel is. I'm sending all data to you in real-time. CO: Firing first series of pulses...

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::checks the Transporter again:: CSO: You figure a way to get through the cloak and I will have the transporters ready.

CSO Tarrez
 TO: I can already see the ship.

CSO Tarrez
 OPS: Aye.

TO Kizlev
 ::grins and settles back in his chair:: CSO: Thanks, you just saved me the trouble. ::terminates the pulses::

FCO Chottu
 ::just turns back facing the console, knowing there's little more to do then follow the coordinates and it's only a matter of time::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::starts to drum her fingers against the armchair staring at the viewscreen...as a great sailing captain once said..."an aft chase is a long chase"::

CSO Tarrez
 ::wonder who will save her from her troubles::
     
Daimon Nyome
 ::screams in fear::  CMO: What have you done!!

CMO Jakiel
 ::stands quietly::  Nyome:  I believe it was your choice.
       
ACTION: Sickbay security reports to the TO that things are going quite oddly down here.
   
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

